
Excavation without proper utility locates, whether in a 
road allowance or for a residential backyard, can cause deadly 
incidents. As such, it is critically important for the province’s 
One Call System, which generates utility locates, to keep up 
with the demand for timely information.

Construction contractors lose money when they must delay 
work while waiting for utilities and telecommunication firms to 
provide markings. In Ontario, hundreds of municipal and other 
infrastructure projects are held up because there are long wait 
times for utilities to provide timely and reliable locate services.

RCCAO has proposed a six-point plan to speed up the delivery 
of locates. The plan was sent to Premier Doug Ford, and the 
Government and Consumer Services Minister.

Our brief noted that over the years the delivery of locates has 
been chronically late. Ontario has a deadline of five business 
days for locate responses, but these often come weeks after  
the deadline.

“Ontario needs significant improvement in response times as 
we are depending on construction to be a leading sector in 
pandemic recovery efforts,” says RCCAO executive director 
Andy Manahan. “Reducing wait times will have a big impact 

on helping contractors deliver projects on time and  
more cost-effectively.”

The RCCAO brief recommends that:

1   The board of One Call be restructured so six of the  
12 members are non-utility representatives.

2   Stakeholders and One Call work to maximize the 
sharing of locate responses among contractors and 
subcontractors working on the same site. 

3   All utilities be encouraged to maximize the validity 
period of their locate tickets without impairing the 
health and safety of workers and the public.

4   Locate service providers be prequalified to locate  
all utilities, whenever possible.

5   One Call and utilities be required to differentiate 
between single-address and multi-address locates. 

6   The need for additional locates be eliminated once a 
stationary vertical excavation has been dug below the 
depth of the lowest buried utility. 

Visit rccao.com to find out more.
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